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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to assess how having a place-based community in the form of a
Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre would be beneficial to displaced persons. A place-based community is a
community of people who are tied together by where they reside or work. Place-based communities
offer safety, familiarity, support, loyalty, and appreciation. That sense of place was lost by eliminating
the Hogan's Alley site during the 1960s Vancouver urban renewal. The Hogan's Alley Society (HAS)
has been petitioning the city for a Land Trust certification to develop a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre
(HAS, 2021). Coincidentally, the HAS-operated Nora Hendrix Place (NHP) tenant gardening group led
by Lama Mugabo is culturally growing food-based plants, which could further HAS's goal for a
Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre. Addressing one of the most critical issues facing Vancouver diversity
can begin by asking, "How could Black Canadian culturally grown food-based plants enable villagebuilding events by building a 'sense of place'?"
The NHP gardeners answered a series of culturally significant food-based questions. The
answers could be representative of a cross-section of Vancouver's Black Canadians and were analyzed
as such. This NHP gardeners case study is based on those cultural assets that allow for generalizations
to be made for a food-based plant inquiry. Furthermore, I posit that these NHP gardeners could be
representative for making the broader HAS case for the creation of a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre on
the 898 Main Street site because they share similar cultural assets with much of the rest of the
Vancouver Black Canadian population. As a small-scale cross-section of Black Canadians, the NHP
gardeners, originally from the African continent and the Caribbean, use food production practices
inherited from their ancestors and passed on to younger generations, aided by music, dance, song, and
storytelling traditions.
Additionally, traditional cultural rituals during food preparation give meaning to their aesthetic
art form during celebrations. The NHP gardeners' answers to these survey questions might explain how
their food-based rituals uphold the cultural importance of imparting significant meaning to a "sense of
place." The research question is the following: "How would a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre create a
low-risk environment by encouraging symbolic-interaction village-building events?"

Methods and Results
The purpose of this study is to analyze the answers to the questions listed below as they
illustrate the relationship between the intangible cultural heritage practices/expressions of Vancouver’s
Black community and the Nora Hendrix Place (NHP) Garden Project gardeners. Significantly, the
concept of "culture" refers to a society's entire way of life. The root of the word "culture" is the same as
that of the word "cultivate," meaning that people living together in a society actually "grow" their way
of life over time. In understanding the critical importance of a Hogan’s Alley Cultural Centre, it should
be noted that culture shapes the Black community's goals in life, their sense of justice, and even their
innermost personal feelings, particularly around seeds, plants, food rituals, and celebration practices.
This means that culture encompasses the ways of thinking, the ways of acting, and the material objects
(including seeds and plants) that together form a Black community's way of life. Moreover, the
vibrancy of the Vancouver Black community significantly depends on how this group utilizes food
culture as a link to the past (pre-1960s in the area where the viaducts now stand) and as a guide to the
future. As evidenced in the NHP gardeners' cooperative spirit with NHP Garden founder Lama Mugabo
and Alisha Lettman from Legacy Growers Initiative, the Black community cultural behaviour includes
food storytelling and art ideas (non-material culture), food festivals, rituals, and traditional meal
preparation/celebrations (material culture). Significantly, food gardening behaviour is partly guided by
cultural heritage from the African continent and Jamaican homeland as passed down through oral
traditional teaching, culminating in NHP gardeners' food-renewal creative expressions. Culture,
cultivation, and Black community growth triumphing over adversity create a way of life ensuring the
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survival of the Vancouver Black community (Harris, 1987, and Morell, 2008). The term "culture"
brings to mind other similar terms, such as "nation" and "society," although each has a slightly different
meaning. For the NHP gardeners, culture refers to a shared way of life. For part of the Black
community, it is the organized interaction of people who typically live in a specific territory
(Vancouver, BC, Canada) and who need to reclaim a place-based community.
In this paper making a case for a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre at 898 Main Street, Vancouver,
I will explain the development of culture as a human strategy for survival; identify common elements
of the Vancouver Black community culture pertaining to seeds and plants; and apply symbolic
interactionist theory—the "looking-glass self" (Scheff, 2005)—to gain a greater understanding of
culture. Hogan's Alley place-based community self-determination increases cultural awareness that
nurtures the common methods of food celebration which a cultural centre could offer. Moreover, a
cultural centre helps plant the seed for the core Black community to blossom despite the devasting
effects of displacement and isolation threatening to further erase Vancouver Black culture (UNESCO,
2001).
I organized the next section of the paper in a question-and-answer format. I designed a series of
questions that the principal researcher and I asked the NHP gardeners. I analyzed the answers
according to their cultural-asset impact. I observed the NHP tenants' cultural behaviour, attitudes, and
cooperative spirit with the NHP gardening project as well as their physical food handling and
gardening activities. Then I asked the NHP gardeners to rank in order those locations where they would
prefer to garden. Specifically, “Ranking in order from one to three (with three being the highest),
would you rather garden at: (a) a community centre/neighborhood home, (b) the Nora Hendrix Place at
258 Union St., Vancouver, BC, or (c) within your own Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre?" The majority
answered that having a place to call home could only be carried out within a Hogan's Alley Cultural
Centre.
The principal researcher and I asked the second set of questions to answer the following: "How
would being 'masters on your own stage,' in control of your own Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre, affect
your community gardening experiences?" We wanted to determine the effects of personal food tastes
and cultural assets on the study. Additionally, we referenced the gardeners as lettered participants to
support anonymity.
Questions:
1. For this garden project during the plant-growing, food-preparation, eating, or celebration
stages, what are the ways these food-based plants (including herbs) are considered valuable as they
express cultural significance or symbolic meaning to you? In other words, based on your cultural
values/beliefs, what are your feelings, thoughts, and/or opinions on growing food?
Feb. 18, 2021
W. "We always had a hot pot of Isombe [stew] boiling on the back burner of our stove. Father worked
shift work, so he would get home late. This meant we always had to store the herbs and fruit from our
garden so we could use them during the winter months. We stored mashed cassava leaves and other
ingredients such as tomatoes, onions, coriander, and garlic." It was explained that Isombe is
traditionally served with rice or beans on the side with Maggi seasoning and peanut butter. Because
folks were poor, the stew often had no meat, but it had a meaty flavour due to the use of stock from
boiled beef bones. To top off the meal, cornbread would be served hot out of the oven. In this way,
food has been a communal nurturing because with Isombe always ready on the stove, friends, family,
and relatives knew they could drop in and always find sustenance and enlivened conversation.
March 8, 2021
K. "Food is a celebration. It is a ritual and communal nourishment. African food rituals and festivals
mean storytelling by elders, passing on traditional knowledge to youth, knowing that foods such as
sticky okra would be prepared properly. And the meal became a celebration of life. Meals are
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aesthetically pleasing, healing events because the community is strengthened, and problems are solved
as a group."
March 15, 2021
L. "I am building bridges toward Rwanda and the international community (Smith, 2021), and ending
hunger is critically important by supplying Africans with the tools to grow nutritious foods. Nutritious
quinoa can avert famines while reshaping beliefs about Rwanda. Hunger feeds my desire to find a cure
for malnutrition. That is because after this family fled from Rwanda to Burundi as refugees they
experienced hunger pangs in their stomachs on a regular basis due to poverty. Hunger has been a
companion. It followed me like a shadow—an unwanted visitor who refused to go home. This
childhood hunger has led me to remain intricately connected to Rwanda throughout much of my adult
life in Canada. I am the co-founder of Building Bridges With Rwanda, which fosters connections
between Rwandans and international organizations. I am working with a colleague, Habiyaremye, who
gave a recent TED Talk entitled, "How quinoa can help combat hunger and malnutrition."
Habiyaremye explained in his presentation that beans were the only thing that kept Rwandans alive
during periods of hunger and starvation. Cultivating quinoa, which is indigenous to South America,
ensures there is a regular rotation of crops to ward off diseases and pests. 'While beans are considered
nutritious, quinoa has far more micronutrients,' Habiyaremye said in his Ted Talk. 'And with quinoa,
you can make many [more] different food products and drinks than with beans.'"
March 19, 2021
A. "Jamaican dishes are steeped in the symbolism of renewal and rebirth. I brought with me today
some tobacco leaves, which I am sharing with the group so we can call on Mother Earth to protect our
plants, like indigenous ceremonies, such as blessing the salmon runs each year. The Spring Equinox
officially marks the start of the season, beginning with longer days filled with sunshine, which is great
for growing plants. At this time of the year, during the start of the Summer Solstice on March 20th, the
plants understand the length of days needed for growth. I am sharing this tobacco with everyone so we
can say a prayer in our own way, in our own place in this garden, to bless these plants that nourish and
sustain us—so these plants can grow healthy and strong to feed us."
2. How important is the food grown in this project to your personal sense of Black cultural
identity? What are the memories/experiences of the traditional plants that you have grown or eaten?
March 8, 2021
K. "Folks here are from the African/Caribbean communities. They grew up learning from the elders`
stories through parables and/or proverbs. Their proverbs educated us during food-centred celebrations
and taught us food preparation and the ceremonial significance of how the food was prepared,
presented, and eaten."
March 19, 2021.
A. "We came from Jamaica as slaves, and this experience was passed down by word of mouth to
traditionally value the good earth and seeds. These slaves, especially the women, only had the seeds
from their homeland, which they tied into their hair, hidden away from their masters. This symbolic
action showed that the seeds from Jamaica could be planted in the new world and those plants
traditionally grown in Jamaica could grow here. Growing these plants meant freedom—the seeds
brought memories with them of what could be held onto: the symbolism of foods grown traditionally in
Jamaica."
3. What difference would it make for this garden project if it took place in your own Hogan's
Alley Cultural Centre land plot? In other words, can you tell me if it would help by being with other
like-minded gardening peers on a more frequent basis? Would the instances for accessing gardening
advice become easier—to feel open to share ideas about culturally significant plants and collective
meaning? The social exchange theory states, "people weigh the potential benefits and risks of social
relationships vis-à-vis avoiding risky interactions" (Homans, 1958, p. 598).
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(See also Question #5).
March 19, 2021
M. "Here at NHP, we share a fridge and kitchen, which means I don’t have a sense of place of my own.
If I had this garden project in my own Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre, I would feel more in control of
my own place."
4. Would an 898 Main Street Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre allow you to better envision
growing these culturally important foods? How important is it to you to have your own 898 Main Street
Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre?
(See Question #5).
5. Would the prospect of having a place to become "masters on your own stage" (Goffman,
1959) make a difference in how you would approach this garden project, as opposed to a shared
community centre garden project that does not necessarily belong to your concept of Black Canadian
cultural identity?
Symbolic interactionism states, "It is only change-back interaction between people that creates
meaning for those things encountered. Social interaction then forms social conduct, allowing the actor
to understand how others interpret the meaning of what is being interpreted as social products.
Moreover, it is how other people act toward the person with regard to what is being examined and
interpreted that allows for creative meaning to be realized" (Blumer, 1969, pp. 4–9). The theory
brought to the forefront how, significantly, “M” was eager to answer this question.
March 19, 2021
M. "This garden is important to me because I can explore and discover what traditional plants I have
experienced from my elders, which brings with it a sense of continuity to my life that I would not have
anywhere else, which is why we need a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre to call ‘home,' to call our own.
That is the reason I am living here with other Black residents instead of visiting either a community
centre [or] neighborhood house—[those places] would not give me the sense of belonging with other
Black Canadians interested in traditional foods and gardening with those plants."
Note: "M" seemed very keen on the idea of having a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre as I had
introduced the concept to him. He excitedly answered my question, explaining how important it would
make him feel being around Black Canadians who looked like him. particularly those who may have
come from his African region to immigrate to Canada. And because they are like-minded folks, he
would feel a higher level of safety.

Analysis/Discussion Analysis
This research is a modest attempt to gather information toward informing public policy and
answering the question, “How would a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre encourage village-building
events enabling symbolic interaction within a low-risk environment?"
In this paper, as the NHP Garden blog writer, I present Black Canadian cultural values
expressed through food-based plant agriculture, which offers village-building support. Furthermore, I
posit that this survey and analysis could inform public policy as Vancouver wrestles with 1960s urban
renewal black erasure and the current disproportionate discrimination against Black Canadians (Allen,
2019; Rudder, 2004; and Wacquant, 1989, 2002). Coincidently, a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre could
prevent "class switching" (Pauli, 2019) as Black Canadians try to fit in between rural/city milieus and
fear of perceived social-interaction risk of failure. Pauli showed a firm boundary between rural and
urban Namibian contexts of lifestyle usage, particularly among the middle-class, by switching between
lifestyle practices depending on where they lived. However, she cautioned not to generalize to prevent
blurring and create a new identity, although middle-class urbanites moving into rural areas create a new
class-based lifestyle as a trans-local class identity. Insecurity might be avoided as expressed by "M,"
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who told me that having a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre would offer a "sense of place" and a feeling
of security.
Also, to the degree to which Black Canadians may resist forming relationships outside of a
cultural centre, sociologists could examine "M's" feelings of insecurity through the social exchange
theory. The social exchange theory, developed by sociologist George Homans (1958) states that people
weigh the potential benefits and risks of social relationships. When the risks outweigh the rewards,
people will end or abandon the relationship. I posit that there would be minimal risk when activities
were conducted inside a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre under a 99-year lease from the City of
Vancouver, which could support a cultural identity that would not be gained from within the Greater
Vancouver Neighbourhood House Association. Furthermore, authors Wu, Chen, and Greenberger
(2015) found that interracial and intraracial daters differ to the extent that they have various desirable
attributes attracting partners. Therefore a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre could enhance a feeling of
familiarity and security.
One of the limitations in the present study is the small sample size compared to the overall
Vancouver Black population, which is now larger than during the population height of the 1940s at
Hogan's Alley (Compton, 2010). Nevertheless, the present study is a required reconciliatory first step to
listen to Vancouver's Black voices caused by the generational "root shock" (Fullilove, 2015) harm
caused by urban renewal.
However, there is some evidence that the process of social exchange is formative (Blumer, p.
10). Within the grassroots community connections of the NHP gardening group of Black Canadians,
they are creating dynamic conditions of symbolic interaction enabling the rejuvenated power of live
transformation as seen in this quote from an NHP gardener: “We love, and we need to nurture what we
have been given." With strongly shared cultural bonds, the meaning of an object (seeds or plants grown
in a garden) can be derived through how the object is presented and interpreted (Blumer, 1969, p. 11),
which makes communal gardening for Black Canadian immigrant newcomers so poignantly
significant.
Canadians should do everything they can to offset cultural barriers to Canadian citizenship met
by new immigrants because Wacquant (1989) explains that Bourdieu's work on class illustrates that
"race or class exist only to the extent that people act on their own biases" (p. 15). For example,
gardening within a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre would then decrease those biases caused by some
who do not share the same food rituals or understanding of the significance of food poverty (Smith,
2021). Therefore, as Blumer explains, teaching by other like-minded instructors (as in this case,
Hogan's Alley Society NHP Garden founder Lama Mugabo and Alisha Lettman from Legacy Growers
Initiative) either makes or breaks a group dynamic. Lama and Alisha understand where these gardeners
are coming from in terms of how plants hold symbolic meaning.
The meaning of objects for a person arises fundamentally out of how they are defined by others
with whom the person interacts (Blumer, 1969). As these social exchange processes work dynamically,
other Black gardeners within the small group can share mind-growth ideas that can create new cultural
meanings for plants/seeds as they hold shared symbolic meaning. This is why, for newcomers to
Canada, a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre is vital to allow these immigrants to form those critical
cultural ties within their community because they have a communal makeup that fits their common
nature of social interaction (Blumer, 1969, p. 12). Brought from a process of mutual indications,
objects in common—objects that have the same meaning for a given set of people and are seen in the
same manner—appear in the milieu of human beings (p. 11).
Therefore, the garden as a social creation is formed, as Blumer posited, through learning and
transmission arising from a sense of shared meaning evolving from the interpretive process taking
place within the garden built by the interaction of these NHP individuals (p. 12).
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Otherwise, these plants hold no fixed status because as objects plants only hold meaning through
symbolic interactionism as interpreted through self-concept role-playing (p. 12–13). In other words,
NHP gardeners see themselves in the way others see and define them. In turn, how these gardeners see
themselves as change agents in joint action (p. 15–17) gives meaning to objects (seeds and plants).
Collective joint action then takes on distinctive character in its own right. Subsequently, these NHP
gardeners' interlinkage raising culturally significant foods defines a symbolic, traditional, contemporary
food-based meaning. The strength of this cohesive interactive NHP gardening unit is achievable
because they work independently and intuitively while the gardeners defer to field notebooks and
garden map plans, knowing how to act and how others will act. For those whose second language is
English, these NHP gardening group joint actions are significant in creating solidarity as they share
common and pre-established meanings of what is expected of the participants. So, each participant can
guide his own behavior by such meanings. The group's strength and integrity then enable those
individuals to solve unforeseen problems once they arise. Each time a new problem is overcome, it
builds resilience because the group realizes they can work together to meet new challenges.
NHP gardeners learning new skills would view group life through those horticulture images
they already have. Therefore, with respect to cultural significance, it is critical to ask NHP gardeners
what the seeds and plants mean to them. The researcher needs to get to know the subjects by
developing a close and full familiarity to see all situations of how the subject interacts within the group
setting by making note of issues the subject overcomes and how the subject handles problems,
especially "being part of their conversations and watching . . . [the subject’s] life as it flows along"
(Blumer, 1969, p. 37). More specifically, I posit that symbolic interactionism during gardening allows
for HAS individuals to establish themselves as "actors on their own stage" (Goffman, 1959). This
means that African Canadian communal gardening reinforces positive patterns for future generations
occurring through rituals, customs, the cultural significance of these gardener’s food-based plants
grown in their own "sense of place." Additionally, the security and low risk that a Hogan's Alley
Cultural Center could provide would allow these gardeners time to grow in gardening, nutrition, and
wellness mindsets who otherwise may abandon these gardening practices of health and nurturance if
not supported. These benefits would not be gained through either the Greater Vancouver
Neighbourhood Association or Vancouver Community Centres, which do not specifically
celebrate/support the Black community 24/7/365 as they address marginalization, isolation, and Black
erasure legacies.
It is obvious that a garden project that takes place in a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre would
give people a sense of safety and support and create a place-based community. Each NHP gardener
experiences growth when planting seeds because life is a lot like a garden. It is a space where the
gardener is free to create anything imaginable when they have personally selected seeds to plant and
store in a greenhouse. Subsequently, village-building, as created by NHP gardeners, begins with asking
themselves what type of garden they want; the purpose of their garden as to how it should serve their
cultural needs; what they want to grow in their garden; and lastly, for sun-energy/shade tolerance, how
they want their garden laid out.
The NHP gardening group community is formed along the lines of creation, safety, familiarity,
support, resilience, loyalties, and appreciation by which seeds and food rituals create a community of
place or place-based community. A community offers many appealing features of a broad social
relationship: safety, familiarity, support, and loyalties, as well as appreciation. This appreciation is
founded on efforts and contribution to the community rather than the efforts, rank, or status of an
individual. Individuals could find village-building nurturance by seeing themselves within the
"looking-glass self" (Cooley, 1922). "As Cooley put it, we 'live in the minds of others without knowing
it.' Living in the minds of others, imaginatively, gives rise to real and intensely powerful emotions,
either pride or shame (Scheff, 2005, p. 147).
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Furthermore, a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre at 898 Main Street, Vancouver, would allow the
children in the Black community to see themselves as others see them during the formative years,
especially if extended family such as grandparents or parents have little time to spend at home with the
children. These children could benefit by being at a cultural centre which valued their cultural societal
beliefs and rituals around food preparation, for example.
We could ask, "What messages are children internalizing?" Whether children learn to see
themselves as strong or weak, smart or stupid, loved or simply tolerated—as Canadian researcher
Hertzman (2010) posits, ". . . they see the world as trustworthy or dangerous—depends largely on the
quality of the surroundings provided by parents and other caregivers" (p. 33). These children may not
see themselves reflected in those with whom they go to school. For this reason, a Hogan's Alley
Cultural Centre is vital to place-based community nurturance, preventing the impacts of social isolation
for children who feel that they are "not fitting in."
There is a broader meaning beyond the fun and good food for Black Canadian family reunions.
These celebrations illustrate how food gatherings are major vehicles for preserving the past and
reinforcing positive patterns for future generations (McCoy, 2011). Traditional African practices of
food production not only create food festival celebratory events involving educational multigenerational advantages but also include village-building events such as rituals. This enables elders, as
custodians and transmitters of culture, to educate and empower future generations (Dundes, 1996;
Glass, 2014; McCoy, 2011; and Smit, 2011). However, the sociological literature suggests (Blumer,
1969; Collins, 2002; Dundes, 1996; Goffman, 1959; Glass, 2014; McCoy, 2011; and Smit, 2011) that
less attention has been paid to culturally significant symbols—seeds and plants—as they represent
food-based cultural village-building through ceremonial empowerment. Furthermore, African
ceremonial celebration can be found in other practices, such as domestic animal food preparation. For
example, for some African families, pigs are considered cultural icons; therefore, the ceremony
surrounding food preparation and eating is steeped in ritual (McCoy, 2011, p. 17).
Black children in the community, especially if they do not have role models in extended family,
such as grandparents or parents who are able to spend time at home with their children, could benefit
by having a cultural centre that valued their beliefs and cultural societal rituals around food preparation,
for example. We would be planting the seeds of security to give these children the opportunity to be
around cultural role models.

Conclusion
In summarizing the study, I posit that a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre would support this group
in the following community-building ways, according to Blumer (1969): (a) Human beings will act
toward things based on their perceived meaning(s), which are formulated internally; (b) [Those]
derived or what arises as meaning(s) do not work in a vacuum. These meanings work in tandem with
other human beings’ perceived meanings; and (c) A person’s handling of these meanings as beliefs are
created or changed through an interpretive process with the thing being encountered. Human beings,
from a sociological perspective, rely on social position, status, social roles, cultural perceptions, norms
and values, social pressures, and group affiliation to offer explanations. It is thought that it is only
interaction between people that creates meaning for those things encountered as social products (pp. 2–
3).
Next, as an evaluation of the study, it could be concluded that the NHP gardeners’ answers to my
questions could explain how these food-based rituals hold cultural importance and create meaning for a
"sense of place." The assumptions from the study positively show that we can make a case for creating
a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre at 898 Main Street, Vancouver, BC. These NHP gardeners and the
broader HAS community are past and recent African and Caribbean immigrants who still maintain
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regional cultural practices and would have less risk of relationship failure within a Hogan's Alley
Cultural Centre.
Accepting people into our communities with meaningful opportunities to participate offsets
feelings of isolation. These NHP gardeners face complex, multifaceted social issues brought about by
erasure of Black culture. These issues require meaningful community engagement to prevent
homelessness. Salvini (2010) posits that there is some evidence to suggest that marginalization marks
various social worlds in unique ways. Marginalization then creates “usual” divisions and demands
specific attention with respect to how lives are lived, defined, and recounted by individuals. A Hogan's
Alley Cultural Centre could help the core community to blossom anew in a season of increased cultural
awareness.
In general terms, this means that Hogan’s Alley Cultural Center could be a place for people to
form long-term relationships. It is from this security that people's goals can bear fruit. People can be
reborn in their new life in Canada while still maintaining a connection to their places of origin through
food expression during celebrations.
One criticism of symbolic interactionist work is that it is too vague and lacks empirical support
(Meltzer, Petras, and Reynolds, 2015, p.84). This author wishes to draw from clear-cut gardening
prescriptions: seeds, plants, and culture as derived from cultivation creating tangible symbols that offer
the Black community ritualistic, traditional ways for growth and survival. Another criticism that
Meltzer et al. (2015) offer is that interactionism "espouses a metaphysic of meaning" of everyday life
(p. 85). However, NHP gardeners are very much in tune with themselves as a vibrant Black community
envisioning a Hogan’s Alley Cultural Centre as differing from metaphysics, the studies of which
cannot be reached through objective studies of material reality.
Over the past 32 weeks, Lama Mugabo’s Instagram posts have detailed NHP gardeners
progressing through systematically designing, planning, and building a greenhouse, planting seeds,
cultivating plants, weeding, and watering the NHP garden. Divine Ndemeye and Jacquie Lowe, two of
the landscape architects who worked on the NHP Garden, used Afrocentric ideas in the garden design,
specifically the garden as an active living place where gardeners nurture the earth, and the earth
nourishes them back. This interaction between humans and nature provides a platform where we can
use gardening and nutrition to discuss how what we eat has a direct relation to how well we live during
Covid-19 and beyond. We nurture the soil, and it returns the favour by blessing us with organic fruit
and vegetables that nourish our bodies. The NHP Garden Project would contribute significantly to the
benefits of a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre.
Benefits of a Hogan's Alley Cultural Centre would include:
 Providing a low-risk and supportive environment for growth in personal relationships
 Mentoring children in an accepting environment with role models and cultural elders
 Sustaining village-building and sense of cultural continuity through traditional food planting,
nurturing, preparation, and celebrations with the Nora Hendrix Place Garden Project
 Supporting the community in the context of complex social issues of marginalization, isolation,
insecurity, and cultural erasure related to historic urban renewal projects near Hogan's Alley
 Helping the community blossom anew in a season of increasing cultural awareness.
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